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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a chronic, inflammatory, autoimmune disease with widespread 
synovial joint involvement (1). The etiology of RA is unknown (1). Certain genetic and environmental 
factors (such as smoking) can result in an immune reaction which leads to persistent synovitis 
and systemic inflammation (2). The primary manifestations are pain, swelling, and limited 
motion of joints due to inflammation of the synovial membrane. The synovial joints of the hands 
and feet are often the first structures affected. Furthermore, fatigue, stiffness and restrictions 
in activities and participation occur frequently in patients with RA, and may lead to a reduced 
quality of life (3). Severity of disease activity varies between patients and is characterized by 
exacerbations and remission (2). RA affects approximately 1% of the population both in The 
Netherlands and worldwide (1). The disease is more common in women and elderly people(2). 
Nowadays, drug treatment is effective in the majority of patients provided that it is started 
early in the disease course and targeted at remission (treat to target) (3, 4). However, in some 
patients remission is not achieved, with persisting disease activity, including inflammation of 
foot joints and surrounding soft tissues (3). 

Foot problems in patients with rheumatoid arthritis

Foot problems are highly prevalent in patients with RA (5-9). Approximately 90% of the patients 
experience foot or ankle problems during the course of the disease (6). These foot problems 
often start with pain, swelling and stiffness caused by synovial joint involvement, especially 
in the metatarsophalangeal joints of the forefoot (5, 10, 11). Inflammation of other foot joints 
occurs usually later in the disease process (12, 13). Synovitis of foot joints can have a destructive 
impact on the quality and structure of the joints and surrounding soft tissues (10, 11). This may 
lead to structural malalignment of the feet due to damage and deformities of foot joints (5). 
Common foot deformities in RA patients are subluxation of the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) 
joints, splaying of the forefoot, toe-deformities and valgus alignment of the rearfoot (14, 15). 
Malalignment of the feet may result in pain and biomechanical alterations in foot function, i.e. 
the loading pattern of the foot, resulting in high plantar pressure, especially in the forefoot 
(6, 8, 16, 17). In addition to inflammation and biomechanical impairments, dermatological and 
neurovascular impairments, and external and personal factors can also play a role in RA-
related foot problems (18, 19). These foot problems may lead to restrictions in daily activities 
and participation, and a reduced quality of life (20, 21). 

An overview of foot problems in patients with RA is presented in Figure 1. This figure is based 
on the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) of the World 
Health Organization (22) and the adaptations and clarifications on this framework as proposed 
by Dekker et al. (23). External factors with a direct influence on the feet are shown in Figure 1. 
Additional external factors and the personal factors are globally described in Figure 1.
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Management of foot problems

It seems important to prevent deterioration of foot function by starting management of foot 
problems in an early disease stage, in order to reduce pain and activity limitations (24). In the 
management of foot problems in patients with RA health care providers from several disciplines 
could be involved. Insight into the timing and content of mono- and multidisciplinary foot care 
is needed. 

Figure 1. An ICF-overview of foot problems in patients with RA

Bold text = ICF-terms or terms used by Dekker et al. (22). Italic text = clarification in the context of this thesis.

RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

BODY FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURES

SENSORY FUNCTIONS AND PAIN
- Pain in foot
- Stiffness of foot joints 

STRUCTURE RELATED TO MOVEMENT, LOWER 
EXTREMITY (FOOT)
- Inflammation of joints and soft tissues
- Joint disorders or deformities 
joint damage and deformities and  
subsequent malalignment of the feet

NEUROMUSCULOSKELETAL  
AND MOVEMENT RELATED FUNCTIONS
- Abnormalities of gait and mobility 
abnormal foot function and loading pattern  
(high plantar pressure)
- Neurological disorder, sensibility disorder
- Vascular disorder

SKIN AND RELATED STRUCTURES
- Corns or callosities  
- Wound of foot
- Nail disorders

COGNITIVE RESPONSE (22)
- perceptions on the foot problems
- expectations of the treatment

ACTIVITIES

- Difficulty in walking
-  Difficulty in maintaining a standing 

position
-  Difficulty or need for assistance with 

(work) activities
-  Behavioral responses (e.g. health 

behaviors, adherence, behavioral 
coping) (22)

PARTICIPATION

-  Difficulty or need for assistance with 
community,  recreational or sport 
participation

-  Behavioral responses (e.g. health 
behaviors, adherence, behavioral 
coping) (22)

EXTERNAL FACTORS
-  Fitting, adjustment and management of 

external devices 
foot orthoses or therapeutic shoes
- Over-the-counter shoes
- Social and environmental background 
(22)

PERSONAL FACTORS
- Personality traits 
-  Personal background  

(e.g. personality) (22)
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Underuse of foot care

Despite the high prevalence and substantial impact of RA-related foot problems on the 
patients’ quality of life, there is limited attention for management of these foot problems 
in research and in clinical practice. In patients with RA-related foot problems underuse of 
foot care seems apparent (25). The results of a cohort study at Reade, a specialized center for 
rheumatology and rehabilitation in Amsterdam, showed that only 40% of RA patients received 
specific foot care (25). In primary care, RA-related foot problems appear to be treated even less. 
In clinical practice there is limited attention to the management of RA-related foot problems. 
For example, the most frequently used instrument to detect disease activity (with a 28 joint 
count (26)) excludes examination of the feet. Furthermore, among healthcare providers there is 
often limited expertise in managing RA-related foot problems (27, 28). Similarly, among patients 
there is limited knowledge of the possibilities of, and access to, foot care (28, 29). 

Multidisciplinary foot care

Management of RA-related foot problems consists of various aspects within the domains of 
different disciplines. Therefore, healthcare providers from several disciplines can be involved 
in the management of these foot problems. The primary treatment of foot problems related 
to disease activity is systemic medication prescribed by the rheumatologist. In foot joints 
and soft tissues with persistent inflammation an additional local pharmacological treatment 
(corticosteroid injections) can be applied. To further reduce foot pain and maintain or improve 
physical functioning, including independent mobility, conservative or surgical treatment 
can be prescribed (25). Conservative treatment can include therapeutic shoes, custom-made 
foot orthoses, exercise therapy, toenail braces, and treatment of toenails and skin. Surgical 
treatment can be considered when a conservative treatment is not successful or indicated, 
e.g. due to persistent synovitis in foot joints or severe malalignment of the foot. Apart from 
rheumatologists and orthopaedic surgeons, healthcare providers from various professions 
can be involved. In the Netherlands there is a role for rehabilitation physicians, specialized 
nurses, podiatrists, orthopaedic shoe-technicians, and pedicurists in the management of RA-
related foot problems (25). In complex cases, it may be necessary to involve several disciplines 
in order to offer a treatment with sufficient content and timing for the individual patient (24, 30, 

31). However, professionals from these different disciplines often lack insight into the specific 
skills of professionals from another discipline. In order to improve foot care for patients, 
an overview of the multidisciplinary diagnosis and treatment of foot problems in RA is first 
necessary. This is needed to provide guidance to healthcare providers and patients in the 
organisation of timely, appropriate and evidence-based foot care. Therefore, we developed 
multidisciplinary recommendations for diagnosis and treatment of foot problems in patients 
with RA (Chapter 2). 

Treatment with foot orthoses or therapeutic shoes

Conservative treatment of pain, malalignment or inadequate function of the feet usually consists 
of custom-made foot orthoses or therapeutic shoes. Foot orthoses are frequently prescribed in 
an early disease stage and therapeutic shoes in a more advanced stage when foot problems 
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are worsened (25). The treatment with foot orthoses and therapeutic shoes is mainly aimed at 
reducing or adapting to biomechanical impairments, e.g. malalignment and insufficient foot 
function. Foot orthoses and therapeutic shoes can be prescribed according to a stepped care 
approach (19). When adequate-over-the-counter shoes are insufficient in reducing foot symptoms, 
foot orthoses can be used in patients with an abnormal foot function (19). Ready-made therapeutic 
shoes can be prescribed when the patients’ feet do not fit in over-the-counter shoes (19). Custom-
made therapeutic shoes can be prescribed when the patients’ feet do not fit in ready-made 
therapeutic shoes (19).

Therapeutic shoes are recommended in guidelines and are frequently used in the treatment of 
foot problems, especially in patients with established RA (25, 31-34). Two outdated systematic reviews 
indicate that therapeutic shoes may be effective in reducing pain during weight-bearing activities 
in patients with RA (35, 36). However, there are more recently published studies on this subject. 
Therefore, we have updated the scientific evidence regarding the effectiveness of therapeutic 
shoes in the treatment of RA-related foot problems in a systematic review (Chapter 3). 

Foot orthoses are an important and frequently used treatment option for RA-related foot 
problems, especially in early disease stage (25). According to two systematic reviews on the 
effectiveness of custom-made foot orthoses, treatment with foot orthoses is effective in 
reduction of foot pain (37, 38). In one of these reviews also weak evidence for the improvement 
of foot function (i.e. reduction of forefoot plantar pressure) was found (37). A broad variation in 
foot orthoses is used in the treatment of specific RA-related foot problems. Foot orthoses may 
have several characteristics concerning materials used (e.g. rigid or soft), type (e.g. custom-
made or ready-made; contoured or non-contoured) and modifications (e.g. metatarsal domes or 
bars, shock-absorbing paddings) (14). Furthermore, foot orthoses can be constructed in different 
ways, e.g. by using custom moulding techniques or more sophisticated CAD-CAM (computer-
aided design/computer-aided manufacturing) or laser sintering systems. An overview on the 
outcomes of the treatment with different kinds of foot orthoses in patients with RA and a 
specific foot problem is lacking. Therefore, we systematically summarized the literature on the 
comparative effectiveness of foot orthoses in the treatment of various foot problems in patients 
with RA (Chapter 4).  

The role of plantar pressure in treatment with foot orthoses

The general aims of prescribing foot orthoses are reducing foot pain and improving physical 
functioning by influencing biomechanical factors, such as plantar pressure, to an optimum. 
Since high plantar pressures are related to foot pain in RA (17), one of the assumed working 
mechanisms of foot orthoses is redistribution of plantar pressure by creating a larger weight-
bearing area (39-41). 

The feedback of plantar pressure measurements in optimizing foot orthoses 

Overall, the reported treatment effect of foot orthoses on foot pain in RA is small to medium 
(effect size 0.40 – 0.45) (37, 38, 42). Therefore, we developed a protocol for optimizing the plantar 
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pressure reduction achieved with foot orthoses treatment, by using the feedback of in-shoe 
plantar pressure measurements (Figure 2). The Pedar-X-system (Novel GmbH, Munich, 
Germany) was used to measure plantar pressure while walking with shoes (including foot 
orthoses). This system includes 2mm thick flexible insoles which were placed in the shoes, 
on top of the foot orthoses, to measure plantar pressures at the sock versus foot orthoses 
interface. Each insole includes 99 pressure sensors which measure the vertical plantar 
pressure at a sample frequency of 50Hz. Plantar pressure was expressed as Peak Pressure (PP; 
the highest pressure measured by a single sensor in the forefoot-region) and Pressure Time 
Integral (PTI; the integral of pressure over time measured in the single sensor showing the PP 
within the forefoot-region) (17). With the protocol, we aimed to achieve a maximum reduction of 
plantar pressure in painful foot regions because of the established relationship between high 
plantar pressure and foot pain (17, 39). In a proof of concept study (Chapter 5) the outcome of 
foot orthoses, developed according to the protocol, on immediate plantar pressure reduction 
were assessed. The feasibility of the plantar pressure criteria and the process of adapting foot 
orthoses were evaluated. 

The majority of the included patients in the proof of concept study suffered from forefoot 
pain. We aimed at improved forefoot plantar pressure reduction and subsequent reduction 
of pain and improvement of physical functioning by using the feedback of in-shoe plantar 
pressure measurements in evaluation and adaptation of foot orthoses. In foot orthoses 
treatment an acclimation period of wearing foot orthoses is needed before the final result (on 
pain) will be reached (14). Therefore, we assessed the outcomes of wearing foot orthoses that 
were developed according to the protocol regarding foot pain, physical function and forefoot 
plantar pressure after three months (Chapter 6).

Potential working mechanisms 

Since high plantar pressures are related to foot pain in RA, it is hypothesized that a reduction 
of forefoot plantar pressure leads to reduction of pain and subsequent improvement of 
physical functioning (17). However, this assumed relationship has never been investigated. 
Moreover, also low forefoot plantar pressures has been observed in patients with forefoot 
symptoms (10). This implies that only in patients with combined pain and high plantar pressure 
in a specific foot region (biomechanical impairment), the working mechanism of foot orthoses 
may be related to plantar pressure reduction. Therefore, a subgroup analysis was performed 
to investigate whether pressure reduction is associated with outcomes on pain and physical 
functioning (Chapter 6). 

The presence of low plantar pressure in a painful forefoot region could possibly be explained 
by a pain avoidance strategy triggered by inflammation in the forefoot (18, 43). To avoid regions 
with swelling or pain due to inflammation (i.e. high disease activity), offloading of these regions 
may occur (18). Better understanding of the association of pathology in the forefoot with either 
high or low plantar pressure in patients with RA could help to better formulate and specify 
goals for treatment with foot orthoses and therapeutic footwear. Therefore we investigated and 
quantified the relationship of forefoot disease activity (inflammation) and forefoot deformity 
(biomechanical impairment) with plantar pressure in a relatively large cohort of patients with RA 
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and forefoot problems (Chapter 7). In this study plantar pressure measurements were obtained 
using an EMED-nt (Novel Electronics, Novel gmbh, Munich, Germany) system (4 sensors per 
cm2, sample frequency of 50Hz), displaying plantar pressures of the foot when walking barefoot 
over a pressure measurement platform. The platform was mounted in the middle of a 3.6 meter 
walkway. A two-step protocol was used for pressure measurements (44). Plantar pressure in the 
forefoot was expressed as peak pressure (PP) and as pressure time integral (PTI). PP is defined 
as the highest pressure measured by a single sensor in a region (17) and is expressed as Newton 
per squared cm (N/cm2). PTI is defined as the integral of pressure over time measured in the 
single sensor showing the PP within that region (17) and is expressed as Newton per squared 
cm multiplied by time in seconds ((N/cm2)*s). Inflammation in the forefoot was assessed by 
palpation of swelling or pain in the MTP-joints according to a part of the disease activity score 
with a 44 joint count (DAS-44) (45). Furthermore, forefoot deformity was assessed by inspection 
according to Platto’s structural index (46).  

Aim and outline of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is twofold. The first aim is to provide an overview of multidisciplinary 
foot care for patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). In Chapter 2, the development of 
multidisciplinary recommendations, based on scientific literature and expert opinion, for 
diagnosis and treatment of foot problems in patients with RA is described. Treatment options 
for pain, malalignment or inadequate function of the feet in RA are addressed in two systematic 
reviews (Chapter 3 and 4). In Chapter 3, the effectiveness of therapeutic shoes is summarized 
whereas in Chapter 4 the effectiveness of different kinds of foot orthoses is compared.

Figure 2. a. Pedar-X system for measuring in-shoe plantar pressure during walking with and without foot orthoses developed according to the protocol, 

b. Feedback generated by the system, identifying regions of high plantar pressure. 
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The second aim is to investigate the role of plantar pressure measurements in the 
management with foot orthoses. In Chapter 5 a protocol for optimizing foot orthoses by 
using the feedback of in-shoe plantar pressure measurements is evaluated. In a proof of 
concept study in 43 patients with RA-related foot problems the protocols’ feasibility and 
the immediate outcomes on plantar pressure of foot orthoses developed according to the 
protocol are investigated. The outcomes of these foot orthoses after three months follow-up 
on forefoot pain, physical function and forefoot plantar pressure are assessed in Chapter 
6. In this chapter the relationship between change in forefoot plantar pressure and change 
in pain and physical functioning is also investigated. Furthermore, a cross-sectional study 
was performed to better understand the influence of foot pathology on plantar pressure. In 
Chapter 7 the relationship of forefoot disease activity (inflammation) and forefoot deformity 
(biomechanical impairment) with plantar pressure is investigated using data of 172 patients 
with RA from the Amsterdam Foot (AMS-foot) cohort. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, the results of this thesis are summarized and discussed. 
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